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Russian ruble downgraded on weak
balance of payments in 1Q21
In 1Q21, ruble weakness was caused not just by political tensions, but
also by a disappoiniting trade balance and resumed preference for
foreign assets by residents. We downgrade our mid-year ruble
expectations to USDRUB 75 and do not exclude reduction or
suspension of CBR FX purchases in case USDRUB hits 80 under stable
oil prices

US$16.8bn
1Q21 current account
surplus
US$27.9bn on four quarter trailing basis

Worse than expected
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Current account below expected on weak fuel exports and
strong imports recovery
The Russian current account was reported at US$16.8 billion for 1Q21, underperforming both
market consensus and our expectations of US$20bn. There were two key reasons for the
underperformance.

First, fuel exports totaled only US$45bn in 1Q21, matching the 3Q17 result, even though the
Urals price in 1Q21 was US$60/bbl, or US$8/bbl higher than in 3Q17. In terms of exports per
US$1/bbl, the result is 0.75, close to historical lows (See Figure 1), which could be attributed
to a decline in physical volumes of exports in order to support local supplies. While initially
the cut was supposed to be limited to February, it appears that it is more long-lasting. For
now, we assume a gradual recovery in Russia's oil exports from 4.5 million bbl/day in 4Q20
towards a multi-year average of 5.0m in 2021 amid relaxation of OPEC+ constraints, but the
apparent shortage in local supplies, which is pushing up local gasoline prices, poses a risk to
this view.
Second, merchandise import growth proved much higher than expected growth of 12%
year-on-year in 1Q21 after a 6% YoY drop in FY20. The non-CIS imports data (accounting for
87% of the total imports) suggests that around 3 percentage points of that growth was
related to imports of maritime vessels, which could be one-off. But the remaining 9ppt were
assured by higher imports of mechanical equipment, vehicles, electric equipment, and
pharmaceuticals, which appear more sustainable and related to state intermediary and
investment spending, including that of disbursed at the end of 2020.

The weakness in fuel exports and stength in merchandise imports have outweighed the positive
developments, such as acceleration of non-fuel exports to 12% YoY in 1Q21 from 1% in FY20
(presumably on continued gold exports), and restrained services imports (-32% YoY) on continued
travel restrictions amid the second wave of Covid globally. Entering the resort season, a possible
closure of popular destinations, such as Turkey, could delay the return of a highly negative services
balance for Russia, but for the full effect the restrictions need to last through the high season of
3Q21.

Based on 1Q21 performance and under unchanged Urals price assumption of US$63/bbl, we
downgrade our full-year current account surplus expectations from US$70bn to US$55bn. At the
same time, we note that because of continued travel restrictions, likely recovery in fuel and non-
fuel exports, the quarterly current account surpluses this year should be even more than in the
previous years, at US$10-15bn in the next 3 quarters, lowering the likelihood of additional ruble
vulnerability in 3Q21. 

http://cbr.ru/eng/statistics/macro_itm/svs/bop-eval/
https://think.ing.com/snaps/russian-inflation-has-likely-peaked-but-the-downward-slope-is-unlikely-to-be-steep/
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Figure 1: Fuel exports fail to recover due to the need to resupply
local market

Source: Bank of Russia, Refinitiv, ING

Figure 2: Strong merchandise imports recovery outweighs
higher non-fuel exports and restrained foreign travel

Source: Bank of Russia, ING

US$11.8bn
Net private capital outflow
in 1Q21
US$42.1bn on four quarter trailing basis

Private capital outflow moderated, but preference for foreign
assets is back, and foreign portfolio outflows add to the
pressure
The net private capital outflow of US$11.8bn does not appear large, given the seasonality, and on
a trailing four quarter basis represents some deceleration to US$42.1bn from US$48.4bn in 2020.
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Nevertheless, we still have a number of concerns. First, the number still looks elevated compared
to the current account, suggesting outflow of local capital in addition to the usual saving of excess
current account in FX. Second, the structure of 1Q21 appears weak, as the outflow was fully
assured by the accumulation of foreign assets and was equally split between banks and non-
financials. This suggests that the pause in the foreign assets accumulation seen in 2020 was
indeed temporary and related to pandemic-driven shocks, and now the balance of payments is
back under pressure of low local confidence in the private sector.

The pressure from the private capital account was amplified by the portfolio outflows from the
state ruble bond market, OFZ, which totaled US$3.3bn in 1Q21 on the back of global bond market
volatility and Russia-specific factors, including increased foreign policy tensions, acceleration of
CPI, and expectations of large OFZ supply. Given that global bond market remains under pressure,
uncertainties surrounding foreign policy are unlikely to be resolved soon (deadline for new US
sanctions related to chemical warfare is set for early June), inflationary newsflow remains tense,
and the Finance Ministry is so far not seen willing to cut the RUB2.7tr net borrowing plan, the OFZ
portfolio flows are unlikely to become a support factor for the ruble in the immediate future.

Finally, starting 1Q21, Finance Ministry is back to FX purchases according to the fiscal rule, which is
fully mirrored by the Bank of Russia on the market, with US$4.1bn purchased in 1Q21, and another
US$21bn of purchases expected to be conducted in April-December under our oil price scenario.
Meanwhile, the recent indication that Russia is considering around RUB1tr of infrastructural
investments from the National Wealth Fund in 2021-23, the amount of annual expected FX
purchases could potentially be reduced by US$4-5bn this year.

Figure 3: Private capital outflow remains a pressure factor,
amplified by outflows from OFZ

Source: Bank of Russia, Refinitiv, ING

Downgrading ruble to 75 at mid-year, CBR might consider
reducing or suspending FX purchases in case of USDRUB at
80
Lack of fundamental support from the key elements of the balance of payments has
derailed our optimism on the ruble in the medium term. Weak oil exports, fast growth in
imports, accompanied by a high preference for foreign assets by residents and risk-off

https://think.ing.com/snaps/russia-corporates-are-back-to-foreign-debt-redemption/
https://think.ing.com/snaps/russian-inflation-has-likely-peaked-but-the-downward-slope-is-unlikely-to-be-steep/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-03-16/russia-mulls-spending-wealth-fund-billions-on-infrastructure
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mood by portfolio investors are important obstacles for the ruble in returning to the 70-75
range in 2Q. Our mid-year target is now 75.0, with high volatility in the 75-80 range possible
due to high nervousness on the market.

The current ruble weakness, stemming mainly from non-oil factors, has led to a noticeble
decoupling with oil prices (Figure 4) and EM/commodity peers (Figure 5), resembling a
situation of August 2018, when Bank of Russia decided to suspend the market FX purchases
mandated by the fiscal rule for 4.5 months. We do not exclude that in case of stable oil
prices and USDRUB hitting 80 for the reasons of capital outflow, the CBR might consider a
similar option this time. A confirmation by MinFin of infrastructure investments from the
National Wealth Fund could be an additional justification.  

Meanwhile, in a longer-run we remain constructive on the ruble. A return into the 70-75
range is still possible in 2H21 provided foreign policy newsflow stabilises and reopening of
foreign travel in 2H21 is gradual. Russia's relatively strong state finances and preference for
higher real rates suggests that under a stable market environment ruble assets should fare
stronger than their immediate EM/commodity peers.

Figure 4: Market FX purchases were suspended in August-
December 2018, when ruble was weak relative to oil...

Source: Bank of Russia, Finance Ministry, Refinitiv, ING

https://think.ing.com/articles/imf-weakening-fiscal-balance-sheets-biggest-concern-for-emerging-markets-beyond-2021/#a12
https://think.ing.com/snaps/russia-key-rate-review-march-2021/
https://think.ing.com/snaps/russia-key-rate-review-march-2021/
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Figure 5: ...and weak relative to peers because of country
specific pressure on the capital account

Source: Bank of Russia, Refinitiv, ING
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